Segmentation of handwritten words is a challenging task primarily because of structural features of the script and varied writing styles. Handwritten words are also prone to the problem of overlapped, connected, merged and broken characters. Based on certain properties of Gurmukhi script, different zones across the height of word are detected. Segmentation accuracy of 72.6% has been achieved with the use of the algorithms for segmenting all types of words. Segmentation accuracy of 88.1% has been achieved for segmenting all types of handwritten words in Gurmukhi script. Further, different categories of overlapping and touching characters in all the three zones (upper, middle and lower zone) of handwritten words in Gurmukhi script have been identified on the basis of structural properties of Gurmukhi script. A method for segmenting overlapping characters in middle zone has been proposed.
Introduction
The Gurmukhi script alphabet consists of 38 consonants (vianjans), 3 vowels, 9 vowel modifiers (laga or matra), 3 Auxiliary signs and 3 half characters. Handwritten Gurmukhi word segmentation is a challenging task since characters of handwritten words do not have fixed size and shape. So they are quite different from the printed characters. In the case of printed words, vertical bar of a character occupies a single column whereas that of handwritten words might occupy more than one column. The methods of printed words fail to work on the handwritten words. We are therefore inclined to develop methods that can work both on the printed and handwritten words. Segmentation is a technique, which partitions handwritten Gurmukhi text or words into individual characters. Since recognition heavily relies on isolated characters, segmentation is a critical step for character recognition because incorrect segmentation may lead to incorrect character recognition. In character segmentation, broken characters and touching characters are responsible for the majority of errors in automatic reading of both machine-printed and handwritten texts.
In handwritten text, the characters or symbols overlap, touch or even merge with each other. The characters or symbols can be skewed. The headline can be skewed, broken or uneven or the word can be without headline. So, the objective is to segment those words into characters or symbols. The simple technique of using inter-character gap for segmentation is generally useful for good quality printed documents, but this technique fails to give satisfactory results if the input text is handwritten.
Some segmentation techniques for machine printed text can be found in references [1, 6, 10] . Many techniques have been proposed on segmenting words into characters in other Indian scripts like Bangla, Tamil Oriya and Hindi having similar properties of Gurmukhi script [2] [3] [4] [5] 11] . Segmentation techniques for touching characters can be found in references [7, 9] . This paper is organized as follows: section 2 covers properties of Gurmukhi script, section 3 covers problems associated with structure of script and in handwritten words. In section 4, segmentation techniques for different types of words are explained. Section 5 covers the results and discussion.
Problems Associated with Structure of Script 1) Characters having small dot (considered as noise)
Another problem with Gurmukhi script is that it has six characters ( , , , , , ) having small dot known as bindi (.) at the lower portion of the character. So these small dots cannot be simply removed but must be saved. During recognition, when a character from these five characters is found, the location of noise pixel around this character can be used to find whether the character has bindi (.) or not. The head line can be used to separate characters from the word. From analysis, it is found that each character touches head line only once or at most two times. All pixels are connected except bindi (.). If the character touches only once then that position is the rightmost part or the middle of the character and has continuous head line. So, these characters can be easily separated. 
2) Presence of head line

3) Gagga treated as Rarra and Kanna
The characters which are connected to head line at two locations have a path from first location to second location except Gagga ( ). Using this path we can move from right location and separate the character. But Gagga ( ) is treated as two characters each touching the head line once. This is a combination of Rarra ( ) and Kanna( ). So during recognition, when Rarra ( ) and next Kanna ( ) will be found, then this will be considered as Gagga ( ).
4) Touching characters
In handwritten Gurmukhi, adjacent characters touch each other and separation of such touching characters is a major problem. The problem in touching characters is that the characters are also attached in a zone other than the base line, so the vertical histogram of the word shows no white space between characters through which we can separate them. Because during segmentation of that character when we follow a path from the location where the character is attached to the head line but whenever we reach at the connected area then it seems to be different character so its segmentation is difficult. So, the connected characters result in under-segmentation. Existence of touching characters in any document decreases the recognition accuracy of OCR drastically. On statistical analysis of touching characters, we have made the following observations:
Touching characters are found in all three zones (i.e., upper, middle and lower zones) of a handwritten word in Gurmukhi script. Further touching characters can be divided into 5 categories: a) Upper zone characters touching with each other (as shown in Figure 1 (a)). Characters touch each other mostly at the centre of the middle zone, less frequently at top of the middle zone and rarely at the bottom of the middle zone. Touching characters have larger aspect ratio than that of individual character except the characters aira ( ) and ghaga( ).
In a single word, only two characters touch each other. The possibility of more than two touching characters is rare. In most of the cases, the vertical thickness of the blob at touching position is small as compared with the thickness of the stroke width. But in some cases, thickness may be equal or greater than the stroke width.
Most of the characters of Indian scripts contain sidebars at their right end, e.g., in Gurmukhi script 12 consonants have side bars at their right end. The possibility of touching is very high at this position. Another peculiar problem found in Gurmukhi text is that of characters touching across the neighboring lines. This introduces complexity not only in character segmentation but also in line segmentation.
5) Broken characters
Missing character is another problem with the handwritten Gurmukhi script because during writing, some portion of the character may be missing. It is also difficult to segment the character because when we start tracing the path some portion may be missing so this leads to the error in the segmentation. So, the missing characters result in oversegmentation. Due to presence of broken characters the performance of any OCR may further decrease.
We have made the following observations: One character may be broken in more than one fragment.
If spacing between the fragmented characters is less, it becomes difficult to determine which fragment belongs to which character. Most of the times, each fragment of broken character will have aspect ratio less than that of a single isolated character.
Broken characters are mostly found in middle zone, less in upper zone and rarely in lower zone. The fragment of a character is generally not similar in shape of some other individual character.
The characters can be broken horizontally or vertically as shown in Figure 2 
6) Overlapping characters
In handwritten text, the characters overlap each other most of the times i.e. vertical projection of any of the two characters or more overlap with each other.
On statistical analysis of 64 overlapping characters, we have made the following observations:
Middle zone characters overlap with each other (as shown in Figure 3(a) ).
(a) Middle zone character overlaps with lower zone character (as shown in Figure 3(b) ).
(b) Middle zone character overlaps with upper zone character (as shown in Figure 3(c) ). In handwritten text, the recognition of head line is not easy as it may not be straight, it may not be continuous and at times, it may not exist at all. Some have habit of writing without headline. So in these cases, it becomes difficult to identify headline and wrong segmentation is done by identifying wrong headline.
On statistical analysis of words with uneven headline we have made the following observations: Word can have uneven headline i.e. some portion of headline is missing, some is skewed, etc (as shown in Figure 4(a) ).
Word can have skewed headline (as shown in Figure  4(b) ).
Word can have broken headline (as shown in Figure  4 (c)).
Word can be without headline (as shown in Figure  4(d) ). 
8) Words skewed to left or right
In handwritten text, the characters are skewed to left or right some times. By this skewness, the projections of two or more characters or symbols overlap with each other. These types of skewness of word are shown in Figure 5 . 
Segmentation of handwritten words in Gurmukhi script
Segmentation process involves separation of a word into characters, vowel modifiers, half characters. Before segmentation, the whole word is divided into three parts: upper, middle and lower zone. The zones are as shown in Figure  6 .
a) The upper zone denotes the region above the headline containing vowels, so identification of headline solves the purpose of finding vowels above headline. b) The middle zone denotes the area below the headline where consonants and some subparts of vowels are present. Vowel in middle zone has single connectivity with headline, but consonant can be connected to headline at one or two locations. c) The lower zone denotes the area below middle zone where some vowels and certain half characters lie in the foot of full character, so area below the middle zone is of minimum density.
Figure 6: Classification of word into zones
Before discussing the problems of segmenting handwritten words in Gurmukhi script and proposing their solutions, we hereby give some definitions and notations used in various algorithms: problem of uneven headline, the row having maximum horizontal profile is displaced with a threshold value of 6 rows above and 6 rows below it. This rectangle is taken as headline rectangle. Its height will always be 13.
Detection of Headline
The header line is the most visible and distinguishing part of a word. By separating the header line we can obtain the upper and core-bottom parts of a word. For separation of header line, the horizontal projection (i.e., the number of pixels in each row) of the word is calculated and the region with maximum number of pixels of the word is identified. Since the header line covers the entire word, the region with the highest pixel density will give us the position of the line. In the handwritten characters, the header line covers multiple rows in contrast to printed characters whereas it covers a single row. The segmentation of word by detecting headline is shown in Figure 8 .
Figure 8: (a)Word with headline, and (b) correctly segmented
If the word is without headline, the maximum HP is compared with HPs starting from y=0 to y=h/3 where h is height of word. If there is not much difference between the values of HPs, then position of headline is replaced by that position of y. In Figure 9 (a), headline rectangle is detected. The segmentation of word without headline is shown in Figure 9 (b). Figure 10(a) . The number of pixels in row that should be the headline is much less than the maximum number of pixels. The example of wrong segmentation is shown in Figure 10 In this word, the characters aira( ) and khakha( ) are without headline.
Zone Detection
The row immediately below headline rectangle is taken as top of middle zone and the row immediately above headline rectangle is taken as bottom of upper zone. The bottom of middle zone is calculated by checking the value of HP of y starting from top of middle zone upto h. If the value of HP is less than 1, then that row is the bottom of middle zone.
Segmentation of middle zone characters or symbols
In middle zone, First of all, VP of each column starting from x = 0 to x = w (width) is taken. The characters or symbols can be straight, broken, connected, skewed or overlapped.
If the characters are straight i.e. without any problem like gaps in symbols then they are easily segmented by evaluating VPs. If VP is 0 or 1 for adjacent columns then that is the segmentation column.
The segmentation of middle zone characters or symbols is shown in Figure 11 . tracing algorithm is applied to these type of characters, only the value of column will increment and value of row will remain same when it will reach the last row of character. It will not trace the whole character. So, we have applied a new technique for tracing. In this technique, the values of all the 8 pixels surrounding the current pixel are calculated. Correct segmentation by using contour tracing algorithm is shown in Figure 12 (b).
The steps for contour tracing are shown as follows: 
Joining of broken sub-symbols
If the characters or symbols are broken into sub-symbols, then to join them we calculated the number of pixels in the column three less than the left column of new sub-symbol. If the number of pixels is greater than 0, then earlier symbol is the part of new sub-symbol. Left of the earlier sub-symbol is made the left of new sub-symbol and top and bottom are adjusted accordingly. Without joining broken sub-symbols, the example is shown in Figure 13 : We approached a technique to segment middle zone characters touching with lower zone symbols. The technique is to find a row starting from rectangle's bottom to top so that the difference between the value of pixels of row below it and the row itself should be about 10. Segmentation is done as shown in Figure 15 . After segmentation of word into symbols or sub-symbols, binary image is created and each segment is stored as a new image.
Results and discussion
For implementing the algorithms proposed in this chapter, we selected a set of 2148 words has been considered. The main objective was to discuss a complete solution for character segmentation phase of handwritten words in Gurmukhi script. As the problem of word segmentation is trivial, we have discussed in detail character segmentation problems which include methods to segment the overlapping characters or symbols and joining broken sub symbols present in all the three zones in handwritten words of Gurmukhi script.
For segmenting overlapping characters or symbols, we have scanned a number of words in different handwritings of Gurmukhi script.
Results for segmentation of words in various handwritings are given in . Table 1 . The ratio of correctly segmented words to total words tested of different types is given in columns 2, 3 and 4. Sample words from Handwriting H1 are shown in Figure 17 : Words from Handwriting H1Figure 17: The handwriting H4 has most of the words without headline. Its percentage accuracy is less because of wrong detection of headline. So, percentage accuracy is different for different handwritings.
Results of segmentation of all words tested are given in Table 2 . Table 2 : Percentage accuracy for all types of words
In this database, most of the words have half character rara ( ) in lower zone that is touching with middle zone characters (as in Figure 18 ), character aira( ) that is overlapping with headline (as in Figure 18 to Figure 22 ) or words are without headline (as in Figure 20 ). Including these type of words is decreasing percentage accuracy.
